Abstract Health care providers need simple tools to identify patients at genetic risk of breast and ovarian cancers. Genetic risk prediction models such as BRCAPRO could fill this gap if incorporated into Electronic Medical Records or other Health Information Technology solutions. However, BRCAPRO requires potentially extensive information on the counselee and her family history. Thus, it may be useful to provide simplified version(s) of BRCAPRO for use in settings that do not require exhaustive genetic counseling. We explore four simplified versions of BRCAPRO, each using less complete information than the original model. BRCAPROLYTE uses information on affected relatives only up to second degree. It is in clinical use but has not been evaluated. BRCAPROLYTE-Plus extends BRCAPROLYTE by imputing the ages of unaffected relatives. BRCAPRO-LYTE-Simple reduces the data collection burden associated with BRCAPROLYTE and BRCAPROLYTE-Plus by not collecting the family structure. BRCAPRO-1Degree only uses first-degree affected relatives. We use data on 2,713 individuals from seven sites of the Cancer Genetics Network and MD Anderson Cancer Center to compare these simplified tools with the Family History Assessment Tool (FHAT) and BRCAPRO, with the latter serving as the benchmark. BRCAPROLYTE retains high discrimination; however, because it ignores information on unaffected relatives, it overestimates carrier probabilities. BRCAPROLYTE-Plus and BRCAPROLYTE-Simple provide better calibration than BRCAPROLYTE, so they have higher specificity for similar values of sensitivity. BRCAPROLYTE-Plus performs slightly better than BRCAPROLYTE-Simple. The Areas Under the ROC curve are 0.783 (BRCAPRO), 0.763 (BRCAPROLYTE), 0.772 (BRCAPROLYTE-Plus), 0.773 (BRCAPROLYTE-Simple), 0.728 (BRCAPRO-1Degree), and 0.745 (FHAT). The simpler versions, especially BRCAPROLYTE-Plus and BRCAPROLYTE-Simple, lead to only modest loss in overall discrimination compared to BRCAPRO in this dataset. Thus, we conclude that simplified implementations of BRCAPRO can be used for genetic risk prediction in settings where collection of complete pedigree information is impractical.
Introduction
Carriers of deleterious mutations of the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes are at a much higher lifetime risk of developing breast and ovarian cancers than the general population [1, 2] , and may benefit from more intensive screening, prophylactic surgery, and/or chemoprevention [3] . Yet a majority of mutation carriers remain unaware of their status and risk, and are not managed in a way that might mitigate their risk [4] . This is partly because health care providers lack tools that can help them efficiently identify high-risk patients within the time and resource constraints of a busy practice. Genetic risk prediction models used currently in genetic counseling could help fill this gap if adapted and incorporated into Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) or other Health Information Technology (HIT) solutions [5] . Such adaptation could play a central role in identifying potential carriers so that they can be referred for risk assessment, genetic testing, and appropriate management.
The BRCAPRO genetic risk prediction model [6] is widely used in genetic counseling and is freely available through the BayesMendel R package [7] , CancerGene genetic counseling package (http://www.utsouthwestern. edu/utsw/cda/dept47829/files/65844.html), HughesRiskApps (HRA; http://www.HughesRiskApps.net), and through a webbased risk service (http://bayesmendel.dfci.harvard.edu/risk/). It estimates the probability that a counselee carries a deleterious mutation of BRCA1 or BRCA2 as well as his/her risk of developing cancer. BRCAPRO is improved continually and currently can utilize a wealth of relevant information on proband and family history [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . However, in many health care settings, collecting exhaustively the family history used by BRCAPRO is not practical. Thus, it is useful to develop simplified adaptations of BRCAPRO. An example, named BRCAPROLYTE, is implemented in HRA [13] .
HRA is a freeware program designed to manage highrisk clinic data as well as to identify high-risk women within the framework of a breast imaging center, a breast surgery practice, or an obstetrics practice. HRA collects family history via a tablet-based, patient self-administered questionnaire and assesses risk fully electronically [13] . To address time and resource constraints, the basic HRA survey only collects a limited family history including the numbers and types of affected first-and second-degree relatives, and their ages of diagnosis. The data are analyzed in real time by BRCAPROLYTE and other models to assess the risk of carrying a BRCA1/2 mutation. If the risk is high (10 % or greater in many clinical applications), the patient is informed that counseling is advised. The electronic nature of the process makes it highly efficient. HRA and hence BRCAPROLYTE are currently in use in many clinical settings; however, BRCAPROLYTE has not been evaluated and tested.
In this article, we evaluate BRCAPROLYTE and three other simplified versions of BRCAPRO that we refer to as BRCAPROLYTE-Plus, BRCAPROLYTE-Simple, and BRCAPRO-1Degree. BRCAPROLYTE-Plus takes the same information as BRCAPROLYTE plus the family structure and additionally imputes ages of unaffected relatives. BRCAPROLYTE-Simple does not require knowledge of family structure and imputes both the family structure and the ages of unaffected relatives. BRCAPRO-1Degree is the same as BRCAPROLYTE but uses information on firstdegree affected relatives only. In addition, we also consider the Family History Assessment Tool (FHAT) [14] , another tool designed to rapidly identify high-risk individuals for testing. We compare the performances of these five tools and also investigate the clinical implications of using them.
Methods

Data
We use data originally collected for the Cancer Genetics Network (CGN) Carrier Probability Validation project [15] , and additional data from the MD Anderson Cancer Center (MDA), as summarized in Table 1 . While MDA was one of the sites in [15] , we excluded it from this analysis to avoid overlap with larger and more up-to-date data we have available. Data from Baylor College of Medicine are a population-based sample of Ashkenazi Jews (AJ) and include a much smaller proportion of BRCA mutation carriers (2.1 %) compared to other sites, wherein families were selected for participation in high-risk clinics. In total, we consider 2,713 probands with family history information and genetic test results. A total of 576 (21.2 %) probands are BRCA mutation carriers. Three probands are carriers of both BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations. The median family size ranges from 10 to 35, which highlights the practical difficulty of collecting complete family information in many health care settings. We ran BRCAPRO, BRCAPROLYTE, BRCAPROLYTE-Plus, BRCAPROLYTE-Simple, BRC-APRO-1Degree, and FHAT on all probands. In the following, we discuss these tools and the evaluation strategy.
BRCAPRO
BRCAPRO is a Mendelian model utilizing detailed information on all available relatives (of any degree) including relationships between members, ethnicity, ages of breast and ovarian cancer diagnosis, and current age/age of death for unaffected members. We used the version implemented in BayesMendel 2.0-8, which also incorporates breast tumor marker (ER, PR, and Her-2/neu) information for members affected with breast cancer [8, 12] . However, this information was only available for MDA, and so for those families, we evaluated BRCAPRO both with and without using marker information. To be consistent across all sites while combining the results, the latter is the one we used in our summaries. We present differences resulting from including tumor marker in the Discussion section. None of the following simpler tools use marker information. BRCAPROLYTE BRCAPROLYTE evaluates BRCAPRO using age of the proband and ages of diagnosis for affected first-and second-degree relatives. A proband is asked about the numbers and types of first-and second-degree relatives (including maternal/paternal side information), and if any of those relatives are affected with cancer. If the proband indicates that a relative has cancer, BRCAPROLYTE further requires the age of diagnosis. For unaffected relatives, no additional information is collected. Also, the AJ status of the proband is collected and utilized in calculations. We evaluated BRCAPROLYTE using BRCAPRO, by setting the current age/age at death of unaffected relatives as missing.
BRCAPROLYTE-Plus
As BRCAPROLYTE ignores unaffected relatives, its carrier probabilities are generally inflated. However, it is not excessively onerous to collect information on the numbers of first-and second-degree relatives, as HRA does currently. Using these, in BRCAPROLYTE-Plus, we impute the ages of unaffected relatives to compensate for this inflation, and thereby reduce false positives.
For imputation purposes, ''age'' refers to current age or age at death. BRCAPROLYTE-Plus imputes ages by utilizing an external independent dataset of unaffected relatives from families collected in colorectal cancer high-risk clinics [16] . In Table 2 , we list the median and inter-quartile range of ages for different first-and second-degree relative types in this dataset, stratified by the number of relatives of that type (1, 2-4, and C5). For imputation, we use the median age from this table. For example, if a proband has 3 maternal aunts, we impute their current ages using the median age of maternal aunts of probands who have 2-4 maternal aunts (67.5 years). We do not impute family structure in BRCAPROLYTEPlus, so BRCAPROLYTE-Plus requires the same information as BRCAPROLYTE.
BRCAPROLYTE-Simple
BRCAPROLYTE-Plus requires that the family structure be known. To explore whether the burden for data collection can be further reduced, we examine BRCAPROLYTE- Pedigree size** 20 (15) 35 (19) 18 (8) 16 (10) 19 (8) 15 (7) 15 (7) 10 (6) (14) 42 (13) 44 (12) 42 (15) 42 (12) 46 (10.25) 48 (13) 42 (13.5) 47 (20.5)
OC age for pro.** 51 (14) 54 (17) 47 (8) 53.5 (14.75) 49 (7) 50 (14) 58 (20) 49 (11.75) 52 (8.5)
All data except for the MDA site are from [15] . Entries are numbers followed by percents in parentheses except for rows denoted by ** where entries are median followed by Inter-quartile range (IQR) in parenthesis Simple, which only requires information on the numbers and types of affected relatives and their ages of diagnosis. Unlike BRCAPROLYTE-Plus, this does not need knowledge of the total number of relatives of each type. BRCAPROLYTE-Simple imputes the number of relatives using the median number of relatives for each relative type from the same colorectal data used for imputing ages in BRCAPROLYTE-Plus [16] . The median number of relatives is one for each relative type that is listed in Table 2 . So, if a proband does not have an affected relative of a particular type, a single unaffected relative of that type is created. Imputation of ages for the newly created unaffected relatives proceeds as in BRCAPROLYTE-Plus.
BRCAPRO-1Degree
This tool is similar to BRCAPROLYTE but only uses affected relatives up to the first degree. So, to run it, we set information on all relatives beyond the first degree and all unaffected first-degree relatives as missing.
FHAT
FHAT uses a 17-question interview about affected relatives to produce a quantitative score. Any relative affected with breast, ovarian, prostate, or colon cancer up to 3rd degree contribute to the score. A score of 10 or higher is typically considered as indicative of high risk. So, for FHAT, we use this cutoff for calculating sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values as described below.
Evaluation strategy
We use scatterplots to visually compare the probability of carrying any BRCA mutation, as generated by each of the simpler tools to those obtained using BRCAPRO. Next, we evaluate the clinical impact of using a simplified tool in place of BRCAPRO. For this, first we compare various tools in terms of the numbers of probands whose carrier probabilities exceed or are equal to different cutoffs (i.e., the number of referrals) by each tool, and the number of carriers captured among those referred. With this information, we investigate what cutoffs may be appropriate for simpler tools to clinically perform similar to how BRC-APRO performs at 10 %, the most commonly used cutoff.
To further assess clinical impact, we consider the additional numbers of probands who are classified correctly or incorrectly as high or low risk (i.e., referred or not referred) using a simpler version as compared to BRCAPRO. Here the classification is considered correct if a carrier is classified as high risk or a non-carrier is classified as low risk.
Thus, for such comparison, four numbers are of interesttwo each for correct and incorrect classification. These are combined in a measure called Net Reclassification Improvement (NRI) [17] , which we report along with its four components. Next, we plot the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve and report the Area under the ROC curve (AUC) for all tools. We also report the sensitivity, specificity, predictive value (PV) positive (PVP) and negative (PVN) at various cutoffs.
To assess calibration, we compare the observed number of carriers to the number of carriers expected according to each method. For FHAT, we do not evaluate calibration and NRI as the FHAT score is not in the probability scale. We find 95 % confidence interval (CI) obtained using the bootstrap method [18] for each of the reported statistics. We used the statistical software R 2.15.2 for all computations.
Results Figure 1 shows scatterplots of carrier probabilities from the five simpler tools plotted against those from BRCAPRO. The BRCAPROLYTE probabilities are, in general, larger than the corresponding BRCAPRO probabilities. This is expected as BRCAPROLYTE only uses information on affected relatives, leading to inflation of the probability. BRCAPROLYTE-Plus, by imputing the ages for those relatives, decreases the probabilities across the range as seen from the fact that the points in its plot are closer to the diagonal line of equality with BRCAPRO. BRCAPRO-LYTE-Simple shows an intermediate pattern between those of BRCAPROLYTE and BRCAPROLYTE-Plus. The probabilities from BRCAPRO-1Degree seem to have In clinical applications it is common to consider a specific threshold of risk as a trigger for differential clinical management, as in this case, referral to counseling. In Table 3 , we report the total number of referrals and the number of carriers captured in those referrals. We would ideally like to have fewer referrals (and hence reduced burden of following up the referred patients) but capture more carriers in those referrals. At the most commonly used cutoff of 10 %, BRCAPRO captures 413 carriers out of 1,031 referrals giving a percentage of carriers per referral (or predictive value positive) of 40 %. In other words, among probands whose carrier probability is 10 % or higher, 40 % are actually carriers. The corresponding percentages for other tools are 30 % (BRCAPROLYTE), 42 % (BRCAPROLYTE-Plus), 32 % (BRCAPRO-1Degree), 36 % (BRCAPROLYTESimple), and 30 % (FHAT). Thus, BRCAPROLYTE-Plus is closest to BRCAPRO in this regard followed by BRCAPR-OLYTE-Simple. The tools compare similarly at other cutoffs. Table 3 can also be used to find cutoffs at which simpler tools perform closest to what BRCAPRO provides at the 10 %, or other, cutoff. For example, if we want the number of referrals to be similar to that of BRCAPRO at 10 % (1,031), the cutoff to be used for BRCAPROLYTE should be slightly less than 30 %; however, if we want to capture similar number of carriers (413) we might set the threshold between 20 and 25 %. For BRCAPROLYTE-Plus and BRCAPRO-LYTE-Simple, the respective cutoffs should be slightly lower and higher than 10 %, and they will capture comparable numbers of carriers as BRCAPRO. For BRCAPRO1Degree, the cutoff should be close to 20 %, and it will capture fewer carriers than BRCAPRO. Overall, it is clear that BRCAPROLYTE-Plus performs best among all simpler tools. Finally, FHAT at cutoff 10 has a comparable number of referrals as do BRCAPRO at cutoff 3 % and BRCAPR-OLYTE at cutoff 10 %, and has also comparable percentage of carriers captured among those referred as BRCAPROLYTE.
To further evaluate the clinical implications of using these simpler versions, we consider how many additional probands would be reclassified if one was to switch from BRCAPRO to a simplified implementation. At the threshold of 10 % carrier probability, BRCAPROLYTE reclassifies to high risk (i.e., the carrier probability moves above the threshold), 14 % of carriers (a desirable reclassification) and 25 % of non-carriers (an undesirable reclassification), while it does not reclassify any carrier or noncarrier to low risk. This is summarized in NRI (Table 4) , which is calculated as (0.14 -0) -(0.25 -0) = -0.11; the negative value in this case reflects the fact that BRCAPROLYTE is worse in classification than BRCAP-RO. BRCAPROLYTE-Plus, at the same cutoff, reclassifies fewer families than BRCAPROLYTE, and the difference with BRCAPRO is not statistically significant on the NRI scale. In Table 4 , we report the NRI and its four components for the tools studied here, at three different clinically relevant thresholds. BRCAPROLYTE-Plus is closest to BRCAPRO with its CI including 0 for each threshold. The next best is BRCAPROLYTE-Simple. Figure 2 shows ROC curves and the corresponding AUC for the combined sample. Among the simplified tools, BRCAPROLYTE-Plus and BRCAPROLYTE-Simple have the highest AUC while BRCAPRO-1Degree performs worst. The AUCs vary by sites as reported in Table 5 . In general, of the simpler tools, BRCAPROLYTE-Plus performs the best followed closely by BRCAPROLYTESimple.
Next, in Table 6 , we report sensitivity, specificity, and PVs. These statistics vary across different tools at the same cutoff as reflected earlier in the varying numbers of referral and carriers captured. In fact, PVP is equivalent to the % of carriers captured per referral as reported in Table 3 . At 10 % cutoff, BRCAPROLYTE has the highest sensitivity, even higher than BRCAPRO, but has the lowest specificity while BRCAPROLYTE-Plus has the lowest sensitivity and highest specificity. If one is interested in comparing specificities of different tools for a fixed sensitivity, Fig. 3 may be used. For example, at the 80 % sensitivity value denoted by the horizontal gray line, the specificity values for different tools can be found by drawing a vertical line from the 80 % sensitivity point to the corresponding specificity curve. BRCAPROLYTE-Plus and BRCAPROLYTE-Simple give slightly higher specificity than BRCAPROLYTE for similar values of sensitivity. Also, from Table 6 , the specificity, sensitivity, and PVs of FHAT are similar to that of BRCAPROLYTE at 10 % cutoff. With regard to calibration, the average number of carriers estimated by each tool is 517.30 (BRCAPRO), 820.83 (BRCAPROLYTE), 604.34 (BRCAPRO-1Degree), 464.71 (BRCAPROLYTE-Plus), and 577.91 (BRCAPROLYTESimple). By comparing these to the observed number of carriers, 576, we see that BRCAPROLYTE overestimates the overall number of carriers while BRCAPROLYTE-Plus underestimates. BRCAPROLYTE-Simple is best and even slightly better than BRCAPRO.
Discussion
We have developed and evaluated simplified versions of BRCAPRO. Of these, BRCAPROLYTE has been in use in clinical settings, though this is the first time that it is empirically evaluated. Our results show that it has high sensitivity but it overestimates carrier probabilities by a potentially large extent as it relies only on the affected The bold numbers correspond to the commonly used threshold of 10 % for referral by BRCAPRO and for simpler tools, they correspond to the modified thresholds at which the respective tools perform closest to BRCAPRO LYTE represents BRCAPROLYTE relatives. Thus, we proposed BRCAPROLYTE-Plus wherein ages for unaffected relatives are imputed. This attempts to correct for the overestimation without increasing the burden of data collection. BRCAPROLYTEPlus does balance the overestimation to some extent and thus gives higher specificity than BRCAPROLYTE for similar values of sensitivity. We also showed that the burden of data collection can be further reduced by asking only about the affected relatives and using BRCAPRO-LYTE-Simple to impute the rest of the family members and their ages. BRCAPROLYTE-Simple performs slightly better than BRCAPROLYTE. FHAT at cutoff 10 performed similar to BRCAPROLYTE at cutoff 10 %; however, BRCAPROLYTE has larger AUC. BRCAPRO1Degree performs worst, clearly demonstrating the need for collecting information on affected second-degree relatives for genetic risk prediction. We also found that there is only modest loss in discrimination and calibration by BRCAPROLYTE-Plus and BRCAPROLYTE-Simple as compared to the complete BRCAPRO. From a practical point of view, as these simpler versions take limited amount of family information, they can be efficiently integrated into the EMR and other HIT solutions at the primary care or screening level, and thus can be routinely used to screen patients for their genetic risk. Nonetheless, it must be pointed out that BRCAPRO has additional features that are not included in simplified tools. It can utilize information on tumor markers, genetic test results, and medical interventions such as oophorectomy [8, 10, 12] . BRCAPRO must also be available for management beyond screening.
In our data, MDA is the only site that had information on ER, PR, and Her-2/neu. These were not utilized to assess BRCAPRO in the results presented here, to facilitate comparison with other sites and to better focus on assessing the information loss from omitting the questions about unaffected relatives' age and/or family structure. If tumor marker information is available, the loss in using simplified versions of BRCAPRO is greater. For the MDA site, the AUC of BRCAPRO including marker information increases from 0.774 (in Table 5 ) to 0.802, and sensitivity/ specificity at 10 % cutoff increase from 0.64/0.78 to 0.66/ 0.79. The calibration is only slightly changed. If tumor marker information is readily available, the loss in using simpler tools is generally greater and must be weighed against the data collection burden associated with complete BRCAPRO.
For BRCAPROLYTE-Plus, we imputed missing ages using the median age, after stratifying by the number of relatives. We also carried out two sensitivity analyses by using the mean age in place of the median age and by using A practical issue is the choice of cutoff to be used for the simplified tools in clinical settings. We described how cutoffs may be chosen so that the number of referrals by a tool is comparable to that of BRCAPRO. One could also consider sensitivity and specificity. The trade-off between sensitivity, specificity, and burden of following up of referrals can be evaluated using Tables 3, 6 , and Fig. 3 together to choose a cutoff that suits specific needs. For example, a user of BRCAPROLYTE-Simple could achieve a sensitivity of 0.84 and a specificity of 0.52 using a cutoff of 0.05. This would lead to referral of about half of the patients (1521/2713). As seen in Fig. 3 , for achieving the same sensitivity, different tools require different cutoffs.
As different clinical scenarios may require a different balance of specificity, sensitivity, and cost and benefit of genetic counseling, we recommend a careful weighing of cutoffs prior to implementation. One should also keep in mind that the widely used 10 % cutoff has different interpretations and implications depending on the tool used, as we have discussed in the Results section. For a specific clinical scenario, more formal statistical analysis can be carried out to determine an optimal cutoff if the associated cost and benefit for genetic risk prediction can be quantified [19] .
A limitation of our study is that the data used here are mostly from high-risk families. For our one populationbased sample, Baylor, we found that sensitivity dropped faster with increasing cutoff and so smaller cutoffs should be used for such a scenario, as expected. The performance of the proposed tools for this site is similar to the results we presented here for combined sample and this is consistent with earlier studies [15] . However, the sample size and the number of carriers for this site is small and so it would be useful to validate these approaches on a larger populationbased sample.
In summary, we have shown that one can use modifications of BRCAPRO with limited collection of family history to construct simple and practical risk assessment tools whose performance is comparable to that of standard tools used in high-risk clinics. This limited data collection is feasible in a busy practice. Thus, these tools have formidable potential to bring the benefits of genetic counseling and testing to large sections of the population who are still unaware of the important prevention implications of inherited susceptibility.
